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IEBC is developing a decentralized platform for
Engineering, Finance, and Insurance protocols. These
three forces acting together are responsible for nearly all
value upon which society depends.
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SUMMARY
The IEBC Founders Round is the

The result will be enhanced project finance,

go-to-market initiative of the

insurability, maintainability, and adaptation of new

Integrated Engineering Blockchain

digital technologies.

Consortium. The objective is to
reduce systemic risk in economic

Core research includes best practices for

systems by development of a

blockchain integration, risk mitigation, and the

collaborative interface between
Engineering, Financial, and
Insurance Institutions. The Founders
seek to bring together a limited

anthropology of cryptographic tokens as a value
marker, and means to introduce targeted incentives
that motivate productive behaviors while reducing
moral hazard among stakeholders.

number of visionary organizations
to help pave the way to the future
and define this important new
protocol.

The IEBC has developed
CoEngineers.io, a native proof-ofstake blockchain specifically
designed as a validation platform
and decentralized body of
knowledge repository for
engineers, actuarial scientists, and
quantitative analysts, allowing
them to work closely to identify,

REDUCING
SYSTEMIC RISK
USING THE POWER
OF BLOCKCHAIN

quantify, assess, and mitigate
systemic risk exposures.

The CoEngineers.io blockchain
provides a distributed, timebased, immutable, irreversible,
database to register and analyze
valid engineering information
related to the physical state of
the world. Uniform definition of
tangible assets will increase the
accuracy and efficiency of
essential business decisions
related to project delivery in
energy, infrastructure,
environmental, and natural
resource allocation.

THE FOUNDERS ROUND
The Founders Round will close when five million
dollars has been raised. Inaugural members will
enjoy co-founder status and favorable access to
IEBC research and experience applying blockchain
technology to use cases involving knowledge asset
liquidity, obsolescence insurance, and engineering
validation at points of risk transfer as applied to
global project delivery systems.

GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Early access to early stages of digital transformation
and business opportunities before changes in cost to
access and engagement increases.

Accelerate the development,
deployment, and test of the
existing CoEngineers.io blockchain
(currently in Alpha Release)

Immediate access to blockchain developers and
early involvement with a technology system that will
disrupt every industry.
First access to new data discoveries and use cases

Collaboration among diverse
partners in the development of the
IEBC Innovation Bank

TM

- The

Innovation hyper-engine of the
future.

unique to the engineering and innovation industries.
Collaboratively develop a new, unique interface that
will allow consortia member to engage their
consumers directly and securely. This will allow
members to develop methods of data access
according to individual industry needs.

To provide a comprehensive online
forum for collaboration with

Avoid the staffing cost, learning curve, and
development risk of in-house blockchain initiatives

consortia members, cross- industry

while still gaining direct experience in Blockchain

leaders, and expert facilitators.

ecosystems for engineering.

To disseminate prior research and
current use cases by IEBC thought
leaders. To Introduce copublishing opportunities with

Beat the inevitable “Commoditization of Engineering”
by learning how to adapt traditional hierarchy to a
networked platform.

industry experts and blockchain
pioneers.

Align your business with blockchain technology
alleviating chances of unfavorable disruption.

To develop and test research on
emergent topics in cryptoeconomics, production, and

Lead the industry on best possible uses of blockchain
while increasing network value through integrated
business models.

detailed specifications on how to
operate a native blockchain
community for your own
organization.

Discover knowledge-asset liquidity, novel insurance
products, advanced financial instruments, and
much more.
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